Rules for Club Concours Light

Exterior

Max Points

Cleanliness

10

Paintwork/bright work

10

Body panels/fit

5

Wheels/tyres

5

Interior

Max Points

Cleanliness

10

Upholstery/carpets/door trim

10

Total possible score

50

It is intended that the score in each category be awarded whole points only and on the basis of the
judge’s opinion as to how that car rates out of either 5 or 10 points.
i.e. perfect would be either 5 or 10, excellent 4 or 8, good 3 or 6, fair 2 or 4, awful 1 or 2.
The areas that apply to judging will only be those that are easily visible- no underbody (except the easily
visible parts of wheel arches), no boot or bonnet interiors or shuts, no lifting of floor mats or opening of
interior compartments.
Wheel should be clean when viewed from the outside (i.e. the areas behind spokes that you can see
should be clean) Tyres should be clean but no account to be taken of wear or correctness.
Only vehicles manufactured by Porsche will be eligible to enter (no replicas)
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No points shall be awarded/deducted for originality or authenticity.
No “white gloves” shall be used by judges; all judging shall be visual only.
In the case of mild rain, the owner will be permitted to dry the exterior to allow judging to occur, in the
case of torrential rain the head judge may decide to eliminate the paintwork/bright work category from
the judging sheets.
If a judge applies ½ point in his score, the chief judge shall round up to full point.
In the case of a draw, there shall be a count back and the highest scoring car in the above category
sequence shall be the winner, in the unlikely event of a total draw then the oldest car will be awarded
the placing.
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